Reliable & Credible, Win-Win Cooperation
E SENG INTRODUCTION

• E SENG WORK SPIRIT: DEVOTION, COOPERATION, ENTERPRISE, STUDY, INNOVATION

• E SENG WILL PROVIDE BETTER & MUCH BETTER SERVICE, UNDER THE PRINCIPLE OF "CUSTOMERS FIRST".

• TIME ADVANTAGE: 30 YEARS OF REFORM AND OPENING UP THE PRACTICE TELL US THAT CHINA DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS CANNOT BE SEPARATED FROM THE WORLD AND THE WORLD PROSPERITY AND STABILITY CANNOT BE SEPARATED FROM CHINA. A MULTI-POLAR WORLD IS IRREVERSIBLE, ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION IN THE WORLD TO ACCELERATE THE TREND, CHINAS FUTURE AND DESTINY OF THE WORLD INCREASINGLY CLOSELY LINKED TO THE FUTURE AND DESTINY.

• LOCATION ADVANTAGE: HEADQUARTERED IN SHENZHEN, RELYING ON THE PEARL RIVER DELTA, YANGTZE RIVER DELTA, BOHAI BAY, THE THREE MAJOR ECONOMIC REGIONS OF CHINA, WE SET UP SUBSIDIARIES IN GUANGZHOU, SHANGHAI AND TIANJIN, NINGBO, BEIJING ETC

• HR ADVANTAGE: WE HAVE A YOUNGER, PROFESSIONAL, HIGHLY-EDUCATED AND EFFICIENT TEAM, WHICH ENSURE YOU 365 DAYS’ SERVICE; WITH SUPPORT BY THE STRONG OVERSEAS AGENTS, OUR SERVICE SCOPE CAN BE EVEN DEEPER, WIDER AND BETTER
INTERNATIONAL SEA SERVICE
AIR FREIGHT & EXPRESS
WAREHOUSE SERVICE
MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT
CHARTER SERVICE
INLAND TRANSPORTATION
IMPORT & BONDED LOGISTICS
CUSTOMS SERVICES
OTHER SERVICE
• FCL (FULL CONTAINER LOAD) INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICE
• MANY INTERNATIONAL LINER COMPANIES PROVIDE YOU WITH ADEQUATE FREIGHT SPACE AND FLEXIBLE SHIPPING SCHEDULE OPTION
• ADVANCED ELECTRONIC INFORMATION TRACKING PLATFORM ENABLES YOU TO TRACK AND KNOW THE PROGRESS OF YOUR CARGO MOVEMENTS: INLAND TRANSPORT, CUSTOMS DECLARATION AND SHIPPING IN REAL TIME
• THE SHIPPING EXPERT TEAM CAN CUSTOMIZE THE SERVICE SOLUTIONS UPON YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS

• LCL(LESS THAN CONTAINER LOAD) INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICE
• WE SPECIALLY ESTABLISHED LCL INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING BUSINESS FOR SPECIAL DEMANDS INCLUDING TRANSPORT OF SMALL PERSONAL BELONGINGS, TRANSPORT OF SMALL-SIZE COMMERCIAL CARGO, TRANSPORT OF VALUABLE CARGO FOR EXHIBITION, ETC, OFFERING YOU CONVENIENT, FLEXIBLE AND LOW-COST LOGISTICS SERVICES

• SPECIAL CONTAINER SERVICE
• REFRIGERATED, OPEN TOP, FLAT RACKS, GARMENT CONTAINERS
AIR FREIGHT & EXPRESS

- Acts as an agent for many famous air line companies, quick, efficient, timely, safe services will be provided for customers, handle all on-site unexpected accidents, upon strong on-site operating capability, so that every cargo can be transported to the port of destination accurately, safely and in time.

- Main airport we can provide goods price & service: Shenzhen, Hongkong, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing, and Tianjin

- Express: We have contract rates with DHL/UPS/FedEx/TNT/EMS/Aramesx, for small cargo or cargo need to door service, mainly for Europe and American; can provide much cheaper price than air freight.
WAREHOUSE SERVICE

• *ADVANCED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM GUARANTEES THE ACCURACY OF CARGO IN AND OUT STORAGE YARD, AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION OF CARGOES STORAGE YARD AS WELL AS IMPROVING EFFICIENCY OF*

• *FINE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT OF WAREHOUSE, INCLUDING SORTING, MEASURING, LABELING, PALLET PACKAGING, WRAPPING THE STRETCH, FILM, REPACKAGING, AND HANDLING OF GARMENT CONTAINERS AND REEFER CONTAINER, ETC. CAN MAKE OUR CUSTOMERS SAVE A LOT OF ENERGY AND COST.*

• *SETTING THE SPECIALIZED CARGO INSPECTION ROOM IN WAREHOUSE IN ADDITION MAKES CUSTOMER POSSIBLE TO PERFORM SPECIALIZED QC INSPECTION IN WAREHOUSE*

• *FACTORY SUPERVISION OF LOADING. A SUPERVISION SERVICE FOR CUSTOMERS AS LOADING IN FACTORY PERFORMED BY SUPERVISORS OF LOADING IN WAREHOUSE*

• *DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE LOADING SOLUTION FOR PROJECT CARGOS, PROFESSION TECHNICAL TEAM CAN PROVIDE LOADING AND REINFORCEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR HANDLING SPECIAL CONTAINER(SUCH AS OPEN TOP CONTAINER AND FLAT RACK CONTAINER) SO AS TO GUARANTEE SAFETY TRANSPORTATION OF CARGO.*

• *SAFETY AND SECURITY, WITH ROUND-THE-CLOCK CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEM, UNINTERRUPTED INPROCESS CHECKING BY SECURITY PERSONNEL AND THE STRICT SAFETY OPERATION, MANAGEMENT, INSPECTION, VISITING AND PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS TO ENSURE THE CARGO SAFETY IN WAREHOUSE. THE PERFECT ALARMING AND AUTOMATIC SPRAYING SYSTEM AND VARIOUS FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT WHICH ARE KEPT IN GOOD CONDITION WIN THE BLANKET APPROVAL FROM PROTECTION UNIT.*
MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT

- Diversified international trade needs more comprehensive and professional logistics service
- Design the optimal intermodal transport route for customer to save transport costs and time
- Provide customer with door to door, door to port and CY or CFS to door etc. various intermodal services
- Issue Bill of Lading or multimodal transport Bill of Lading, customer only needs to consign us for one time, their cargos can be through the whole transport with this Bill of Lading
- Sea & land multimodal transport service from China to other Asian countries
- Sea & land multimodal transport service from China to all the European countries
- Sea & AIL multimodal transport service from China to Africa
CHARTER SERVICE

- Engaged in the dry bulk cargo charter business with solid financial strength, high reputation in market, wide & reliable customer relationship and excellent & professional staff, mainly involving the operation and undertaking of marine transportation of various vehicles, equipment raw material, steel products, cent and minerals, etc. bulk cargo and heavy and lengthy cargo. At present, the shipping lines being operated include China/Europe, China/U.S. Gulf, China/Middle East, China/Turkey, China/West Africa and China/South East Asia, etc. Meanwhile, we also engaged in importing major bulks from Australia, India and Indonesia into China.

- Roll-on/Roll-off (RORO or RO-RO) ships are vessels designed to carry wheeled cargo such as automobiles, trucks, semi-trailer trucks, trailers or railroad cars that are driven on and off the ship on their own wheels, this is in contrast to LO-LO (Lift On-Lift Off) vessels which use a crane to load and unload cargo.

- RORO vessels have built-in ramps which allow the cargo to be efficiently “rolled on” and “rolled off” the vessel when in port while smaller ferries that operate across rivers and other short distances still often have built-in ramps, the term RORO is generally reserved for larger ocean-going vessels. The ramps and doors may be stern-only or bow and stern for quick loading.
INLAND TRANSPORTATION

- RELYING ON STRONG TRANSPORTATION CAPACITY IMPORT AND EXPORT CARGO TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COVERS ALL THE CITIES AND REGIONS OF CHINA COMBINING ADVANCED GPS WITH MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM, WE CAN MEET THE REQUIREMENT OF DOOR TO DOOR TIMED ARRIVAL AND REAL TIME TRACING CARGO ON INTERNET.

- IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE TRANSPORTATION OF CARGO CAN MEET THE SAILING DATE, WE HAVE ROUND-THE-CLOCK SITE PERSONNEL AT WHARF TO COORDINATE AND REPORT THE OPERATING STATE IN PORT, THEREFORE GUARANTEE EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION OF VEHICLE AND TIMELY ARRIVAL OF CARGO IN RESPECT OF CUSTOMER’S FACTORY, WE ASSIGN THE SPECIALIZED OPERATING PERSONNEL TO CONTACT WITH CUSTOMER’S FACTORY AND ACKNOWLEDGE IF THE CARGOS ARE ALL READY, MOREOVER, TO ENSURE LOADING THE TRUCK ONCE IT ARRIVES SO AS TO HAVE ENOUGH TRUCKS TO MEET THE NEED.

- BEFORE TRANSPORTATION, THE MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL WILL DESIGN THE OPTIMUM TRANSPORTATION LINE AND TIME FOR VEHICLE THROUGH SYSTEM AND DRIVER WILL DRIVE ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFIED LINE WITH GPS MONITORING THE WHOLE COURSE, DURING TRANSPORTATION, THE DRIVER WILL FEED BACK ALL INFORMATION THROUGH MESSAGE TO INFORM THE ARRIVAL TIME AFTER ARRIVING FACTORY IN FAVOR OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMPANY AND CUSTOMER.
IMPORT & BONDED LOGISTICS

• THE COMPANY PROVIDES FULLY-INTEGRATED DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE INCLUDES INTERNATIONAL IMPORT FORWARDING SERVICES FROM WORLDWIDE MAIN PORTS TO CHINA

• PROFESSIONAL LOGISTICS SERVICE OF FREE TRADE ZONE WITH A NETWORK COVERING THE MAIN BONDED FREE ZONES, LOGISTICS PARKS, EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES AND BONDED PORTS IN CHINA.

• WE ALSO PROVIDE SALES AND DISTRIBUTION AGENCY SERVICE FOR SOME SPECIAL COMMODITIES.

• OUR SERVICE COVERS ALL THE MAIN BUSINESS ZONES OF BOHAI RIM, YANGTZE RIVER DELTA, PEARL RIVER DELTA INCLUDING THE INTERLANDS OF CHINA.
CUSTOMS SERVICES

• PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL IMPORT & EXPORT DECLARATION AND INSPECTION SERVICES.

• PROFESSIONAL DECLARANTS PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL, FAST COMPREHENSIVE IMPORT CUSTOMS CLEARANCE SERVICES.

• SMOOTH INFORMATION LINKS TO CUSTOMS INSPECTION ENSURE TRACKING CLEARANCE PROCESS.

• PERFECT INFORMATION SYSTEM ENSURES THE ACCURACY OF CUSTOMS DECLARATION & INSPECTION.

• STANDARD WORKFLOW ENSURES THE TIMELINESS, ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF DOCUMENTS HANOVER
OTHER SERVICE

- TRADING AGENT: TAX REFUND SERVICE
- QUALITY CONTROL
- AUDIT SUPPLIER BEFORE ORDER
- CARGO INSPECTION BEFORE PAYMENT
- FINANCIAL SERVICE
- PAY/COLLECT MONEY (AVOID FOREIGN CURRENCY CONTROL)
- INVITATION LETTER
- FOR UR BUSINESS VISIT TO CHINA
Office in China

www.esengco.com  email: sales@esengco.com

Shanghai
Tel: 0086 21 63935105
M: 13068717616
Email: Sales.sha@esengco.com
QQ: 2355516280

Shenzhen
Tel: 0086 755 82327261
M: 13068717616
Email: sales.szx@esengco.com
QQ: 2355516280

Guangzhou
M: +86 13902200095
Email: sales.can@esengco.com
QQ: 2355516285

Wuhan
Tel: 0086 - 18071507655
M: 13068717616
Email: cs01@esengco.com
QQ: 2355516289